
Streamline the Production of Complex Documents

Banks are drowning in documentation generated by a variety of industry challenges, including regulatory changes 
and automation of the trading lifecycle, on top of ‘business as usual’ processes.

Structured Notes...

Initial Margin...

Benchmark Reform...

ISDA Negotiation...

Volcker Mandates...

... QFC, SMR, and more

The regulatory environment is more complex than ever, but high-touch, client-facing activities including 
contract negotiations and regulatory change management are still largely completed by hand. This is an 
incredibly time-consuming, costly, and outdated approach which also increases operational risk through 
version control issues and human error.

By using manual processes to manage and update key documents, banks are also unable to access valuable 
data locked in PDF files, scans of annotated agreements, and stacks of paper documents.

OPAL CAN HELP
Opal is a modern, easy-to-use software platform that streamlines the production of complex documents. 
The platform integrates with your existing applications and workflows to automate the construction of 
detailed, richly-styled documents built from templates created in Microsoft Word. 

Opal supports any business process, from client outreach to pre-and post-trade documentation to contract 
repapering, and more.
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USE CASES: Opal solves a variety of business challenges across a wide range of business functions and 
scenarios. Whether your team is struggling to manage the documentation process around OTC confirmations, 
Volcker trading mandates, structured notes creation, LIBOR, Initial Margin or other repapering exercises, 
contract negotiations and more, Opal can help. 

To download copies of our use cases, visit www.voxfp.com/products.



Load data through API 
or from Excel sheets

Build and store reusable 
templates in Word

Opal validates the data and 
creates finished documents

Distribute and archive PDF 
or Word copies

Opal stores a copy of all 
document data for queries
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HOW IT WORKS

KEY FEATURES

FLEXIBILTY

Scales easily to mass-produce high-quality documents

CONTROL

EASE OF USE

Link to existing enterprise systems & workflows with a powerful API 

QUALITY Opal supports all the richness of Microsoft Word

Structure & content can vary based on the data provided

AUTOMATION

Manual errors are eliminated through automation

INTEGRATION

Web-based wizards to apply complex logic to your documents 

TOP 4 BENEFITS

Accelerates
time-to-market

1 Reduces 
operational risk

2 Supports any document-
related business process

3 Uses Microsoft 
Word for templates
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This challenging regulatory market needs
high-quality, skilled specialists. Vox offers
companies quality regulatory specialists
and competitive pricing to plan, resource
and deliver major change projects. We
manage global projects by augmenting
your existing team with experienced
project managers and subject matter
experts, supported by highly trained junior
staff, to provide scalable resourcing to
meet demand.

Opal is a modern, easy-to-use software
platform that streamlines the production
of complex documents. The platform
integrates with your existing applications
and workflows to automate the
construction of detailed, richly-styled
documents built from templates created in
Microsoft Word. Opal supports any
business process, from client outreach to
pre- and post-trade documentation to
contract repapering, and more.

You need smart, trusted people to
successfully manage critical business
processes outside of your institution’s walls
while maintaining a first-class experience for
your clients. Vox’s Service Delivery Centre
offers high-quality staff, overseen by an
experienced Vox executive team; secure,
dedicated office space with VPN access to
our client’s systems; and a cost-effective
and scalable resource model. Our Service
Delivery Centre consultants specialize in
compliance testing, AML/KYC, client
outreach, help desks, documentation
processes (e.g. IBOR repapering), and more.
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